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visual aid for displaying “A Greener Future” with advanced environmental technologies demonstrated and displayed throughout the facility.
The Boot Camp was held on third shift during two nights. Although
there was a power outage and a tornado warning during the event the
class was successful and completed the curriculum in the alloted time.
Eighteen class members completed the course and received their di- University of Michigan pilot team and stakeholders practice
plomas.
proper techniques during hands-on training session.

3. Keep wet for a few seconds (10 to 30).

Question
Is there one best way to maintain Stainless Steel surfaces in buildings?
Answer
The procedure for restoring Stainless
Steel from years of Stainless Steel
Cleaner build-up is this:
1. Dilute Tom Shirley’s Showers N
Stuff by adding
one part of Showers N Stuff to 5
parts of water.
2. Apply liberally over
a small area (2’ x
2’) using a soaking wet huck towel.
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4. Rub gently in a circular pattern with
gloved fingers (although Tom always
did it with his bare hands). It should
look milky as the Stainless Steel cleaner
or polish comes out of the Stainless
Steel.
5. Rinse with clear water.
6. Repeat rubbing in a circular pattern
with the rinse solution on the Stainless
Steel.
7. Wipe with a clear water dampened cloth
in the direction of the Stainless Steel
grain (go with the grain).
8. Fan dry with your cloth until completely
dry.
9. If the Stainless Steel looks clean
andshiny, you have cleaned it. If
it looks streaky it is either still wet
or it still contains Stainless Steel
cleaner. Make sureit’s dry (usually a
minute or two). Repeat 1-8 if it's
still cloudy.

10. When finished and looking clean and
shiny you can apply Beauty Seal over
the surface. Make sure you use a
natural cotton cloth not synthetic,
microfiber or paper. White Turkish
Towels are the best, huck towels are
good.
11. Fan dry (you can
wave the towel).

12. After it dries clean
i t d a i l y with
glass cleaner.
13. Reapply Beauty
Seal from time to
time to resist
marks.
14. When this procedure is performed
Stainless Steel elevators look almost
like they are chrome.
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